Study Abroad 2016 in Taiwan!!!

Health Majors!!!
Have an opportunity to learn about Taiwan’s healthcare system while touring Taipei!!!
April 30-May 7, 2016
Student will visit Taipei, the capital of Taiwan.

The trip will be led by Dr. Mei Zhao and Dr. Rob Haley.
Students will attend a lecture on Taiwan’s Healthcare exchange system. The lecture will be held at National Taiwan University (NTU).
Health Administration Study Abroad—Hong Kong, 2013
Health Administration Study Abroad—Beijing, 2009
Other attractions students will experience!

Sun Moon Lake

Mao Kong Gondola
And A Lot More
If you’re interested in an education, fun-filled breaking!!!

Please contact:
Dr. Mei Zhao: mzhao@unf.edu

Or

Dr. Rob Haley: rhaley@unf.edu